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Watanabe was even more excited.

It is more important to him to be a complete man again.

Moreover, getting acquainted with someone with great magical powers like Charlie,
there must be more unimaginable benefits in the future.

Therefore, this business is even more valuable to him.

Takehiko Ito was equally excited.

After drinking Charlie’s glass of water, he obviously felt that his body became much
stronger all at once.

“I used to be a little weak, as if I fell down with a blow, but now the whole person feels
that the physical strength and energy are very abundant, and it can’t be better.

Except for the amputation of the legs that can’t recover, the other feelings are the same
as before I was not injured, and even vaguely stronger than then.”

This is also of great benefit to him. After all, after the body’s vitality has been greatly
recovered, he can prepare for rehabilitation training.

Rehabilitation training for the disabled and amputees is very physically demanding and
cannot be carried out when the body is weak.

And if Takehiko Ito wants to wear a prosthesis, he needs to do a series of adaptive
training in combination with the prosthesis, which requires more physical strength.



Originally, he had to cultivate for at least another six months before it was possible to
start rehabilitation training and prosthetic adaptation training.

Now, Charlie helped him save at least half a year.

When Warnia and Shinka Watanabe signed the contract, Takehiko Ito immediately
started to cut the fish, and he also opened the specially prepared 50-year-old whiskey.

The host and the guests enjoyed this meal.

Takehiko is happy, Watanabe is also happy, Warnia naturally goes without saying.

Charlie was also in a good mood. After all, a piggyback could help Warnia seek more
benefits. This would provide her with greater help to control the Song family in the future
and strengthen her control of the Song family.

However, Nanako Ito felt a little lost.

After all, Charlie was leaving tonight, and when he came to Tokyo this time, she didn’t
have much chance to get close to him.

Therefore, during a meal, Nanako Ito has been peeking at Charlie, with a deep sense of
reluctance in her gentle eyes.

After dinner, in accordance with the rules of Japanese hospitality, all the wine and
dishes are removed, and then they are served with the tea ceremony.

However, Watanabe clearly couldn’t sit still.

His body’s reaction has been strong and vigorous, so that he was a little absent-minded
and couldn’t wait to go home quickly, surprise his wife, and at the same time look for the
happy feeling like a fairy.

Therefore, after the meal, he stood up anxiously and bowed to everyone: “Brother Ito,
Mr. Wade, Miss Song, there are still problems in the home, so I will leave! Thank you
Brother Ito for this hospitality! Thank you Mr. Wade for your help! I am grateful!”



Takehiko naturally knew what he wanted to do in a hurry, so he nodded and smiled:
“Okay, you can go back quickly!”

Charlie also smiled and said, “It’s late, Mr. Watanabe, go back to rest earlier.”

Shinka Watanabe hurriedly said respectfully: “Mr. Wade, I don’t know if I have this
honor, can I exchange contact information with you?”

Charlie smiled slightly, nodded and said, “Let Mr. Ito send you my mobile phone number
then.”

Watanabe was overjoyed immediately, as long as Charlie is willing to exchange contact
information with him, he can still ask him for help if he encounters any problems later!
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At this moment, Tokyo Airport.

A military transport plane belonging to the Japanese Self-Defense Force landed at the
airport.

This C2 military transport aircraft is developed and produced by Japan’s Kawasaki
Heavy Industries and has a full load capacity of more than 30 tons.

In the cabin of the transport plane, nearly a hundred Japanese Self-Defense Force
soldiers with live ammunition are escorting more than fifty top Su family masters,
including Ruoli.

Their task is to transport these people, including Ruoli, to Tokyo safely and hand them
over to the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department.

The Matsumoto family’s killing trial will soon open in Tokyo. By then, everyone including
Ruoli will participate in the trial as defendants.

The Japanese judicial department is preparing to conduct a public trial of Ruoli and
others this time, and simultaneously broadcast live to the whole country and the world
through TV and online channels.



The reason for such a huge momentum is mainly because the previous Matsumoto
family’s killing has had too bad influence throughout Japan and even internationally, so
that it seriously affected the overall image of the Japanese judicial department.

The judiciary decided to save his face by severely punishing these murderers.

After landing, the plane taxied all the way to an open apron.

Hundreds of special forces from the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department have been
waiting here for a long time.

All of them were loaded with live ammunition, and they had a strong spirit, for fear of
any changes in this matter.

Therefore, not only did they dispatch hundreds of elites this time, but also dispatched
more than 30 wheeled armored vehicles.

These wheeled armored vehicles, which are usually used to deal with terrorists and
criminals, are now all mobile prison vehicles for this group of people.

Ruoli was very nervous at this time.

She knew that her father Zynn had already made arrangements to replace her with a
substitute after arriving in Tokyo.

Once he was successfully swapped out, his father’s person would immediately arrange
for him to leave Japan and return home.

Ruoli believed very much in the ability of her father Zynn and believed that she would
definitely be able to return to China alive, but deep down in her heart, she couldn’t help
feeling guilty for the companions around her.

She thought to herself complicatedly: “This time, although I can run away, these
brothers have no such opportunity…”

“In other words, what I have to do now is to betray all my comrades in arms, to forget
their lives and deaths, and to escape alone!”



“If they find out, they would hate me very much, right?”

Thinking of this, Ruoli couldn’t help feeling a moment of shame.

At this moment, the tailgate of the cabin was opened, and the armed self-defense team
members began to ask them, these criminal suspects, to get off the plane in an orderly
manner.

On the outside of the plane, the special forces of the Metropolitan Police Department
are ready. Every time a suspect comes down, they will immediately send three
members to guard it 3 on 1.

Not only are handcuffs indispensable, but they also cover their heads with a black cloth
bag so that they cannot see their surroundings.

As the first offender, Ruoli was taken directly into the first wheeled armored vehicle.

Subsequently, the other suspects took a wheeled armored vehicle for two each, and the
entire convoy left the airport in a mighty manner, preparing to go to the special prison
with the most heavily guarded Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department.

At this time, on the edge of a crossroad on the highway outside the airport.

Several people in black are using binoculars to observe the convoy coming from a
distance.
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One of them was holding a remote control in his hand, while keeping an eye on the
leader of the convoy and counting the time.

When the convoy was less than 50 meters away from the intersection, the man pressed
the remote control, the original green light began to flash, and then quickly turned into a
red light.

Since the airport is in operation 24 hours a day, the traffic volume at this intersection is
relatively busy. For the fleet of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department, the traffic
rules must also be observed.



Therefore, the first wheeled armored vehicle stopped directly at the frontmost position of
the through lane.

The convoy behind, also slowly stopped.

The logic of the red light conversion is to take turns in four directions, one minute in
each direction, so it takes a long time to wait for the next round of green lights, which is
a full 180 seconds.

The special forces on the armored vehicles were all standing by for fear of any gaps in
the escort.

Fortunately, the vehicles that shuttle back and forth on both sides are showing nothing
unusual, and no one approaches their convoy.

But who would have thought that at this moment, the special forces in the first wheeled
armored vehicle immediately opened the emergency escape port under the vehicle?

This wheeled armored vehicle specially prepared for special forces has very good
safety. In order to ensure that the special forces in the vehicle can escape from danger,
or after the door is severely hit or exploded, they are specially placed on the bottom of
the armored vehicle. , Installed an emergency exit opening from the inside to the
outside.

This emergency escape port is like a tank door installed upside down on the bottom of a
wheeled armored vehicle.

At this time, after the hatch was opened, a black sewer manhole was facing directly
below.

Because it is settled in advance, the manhole cover and the hatch are almost
completely vertical.

The hatch was just opened by the special forces in the car, and the sewer manhole
cover was also removed at the same time.

Immediately afterward, someone pushed up a woman with the same figure and clothes
as Ruoli, and also wearing handcuffs and black cloth bags.



As soon as the woman was pushed up, several special forces team members
immediately pulled her into the car, let her sit beside Ruoli, and then immediately raised
Ruoli, followed the emergency exit and sent her Inside the sewer.

After the sewers connected Ruoli into the sewers, they immediately gestured an ok to
the special forces in the wheeled armored vehicle, and whispered: “The red light has
thirty seconds left, close the hatch!”

The special fighters above nodded and said: “You should also quickly cover the
manhole cover, and wait for our convoy to leave for one kilometer before taking Miss Su
away!”

The person below said immediately: “Don’t worry, I know!”

After that, quickly replaced the sewer manhole cover.

The emergency escape port of the armored vehicle was also closed at the same time,
and everything worked in a tacit agreement, and it was seamless.

After a few seconds, the red light turned green, and the armored car in the first place
drove out, and the cars behind followed it. No one knew that the important suspect in
that car had already been dropped!

After the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department’s convoy had left about one kilometer, a
black truck came from a distance.

When the truck came to the intersection, the traffic light just turned red.

After the car stopped, someone in the box of the truck opened the secret entrance at
the bottom and tapped the manhole cover directly below with a stick.

Immediately afterward, the manhole cover was removed, and Ruoli, who was covering
her head, was pulled into the truck again.

Afterward, the manhole cover was tightly closed again, and the truck drove off with a
kick, as if nothing had happened at the scene.



In the carriage of the truck, a Japanese woman unbuttoned Ruoli’s black headgear and
looked at her, and said: “Miss Su, I am entrusted by Mr. Su to save you! We will now go
to Tokyo Port, where the ship is already waiting!”
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Ito House in downtown Tokyo.

Charlie and Warnia are also ready to go.

This evening is a good opportunity for smuggling.

Because tonight, the Coast Guard patrol unit is going to overhaul the equipment.

Therefore, there will be a few hours of vacuum time at sea.

In addition, the Japanese Coast Guard is strict in entering and lenient in the exit. Most
of their energy is trying to do everything possible to combat illegal immigrants who have
smuggled into Japan or smuggled illegal goods into Japan.

They have little interest in smuggling people and objects out of Japan.

So in this way, it will be easier to leave Tokyo.

Takehiko prepared the team and planned to personally send Charlie and Warnia to the
dock.

And Nanako also had this idea.

Naturally, she felt unwilling to give up Charlie in her heart, but she knew very well in her
heart that she would never be able to leave him.

Therefore, she was very satisfied to be able to send Charlie to the dock.

So, after everyone was ready, Charlie and Warnia, accompanied by Takehiko and
Nanako, took the bus to the pier.



In the car, Takehiko said to Charlie: “Mr. Wade, Nippon Steel’s Hashimoto, has been
taken to the dock by the ninja I sent.”

Charlie nodded in satisfaction: “Thank you, Mr. Ito.”

Takehiko hurriedly said, “Mr. Wade doesn’t have to be so polite, it’s all I should do.”

After driving for forty minutes, the convoy arrived at the huge port of Tokyo.

The entire Port of Tokyo covers a large area, at least several kilometers along the
coastline.

Most of the berths are exclusive berths for ultra-large oil tankers and container
freighters. These berths are close to the operation area. Not only are there many
workers working here, but they are also the worst-hit areas for smuggling, so customs
inspections are very strict.

The berth Ito prepared for Charlie and Warnia was actually a relatively simple and small
wharf.

This type of terminal can only dock ships under a few thousand tons, and the monitoring
is relatively lax.

In fact, smuggling does not start from embarking, because Tokyo Port is still within
Japan’s territory and territorial waters, so embarking from here is not illegal.

Boarding from here, as long as you don’t leave the country without authorization, don’t
enter the high seas without authorization, it is all reasonable and legal.

At this time, several small and medium-sized yachts were docked at the pier, the largest
of which was a luxury cruise ship prepared by Takehiko for Charlie.

The convoy drove directly to the dock and stopped directly at the boarding gate of the
yacht. Although Takehiko lost his legs, he was still helped by someone in a wheelchair
and got out of the car.

After Charlie and Warnia got off the car, Takehiko said, “Mr. Wade, the crew and the
captain are my confidantes, you can rest assured!”



Charlie nodded slightly: “There is Mr. Takehiko, I don’t have to worry.”

Takehiko hurriedly said, “You don’t have to be so polite!”

Charlie looked at the time, and said to the father and daughter Ito Takehiko, “It’s not
early, we have to hurry up, so we won’t talk more with them, we will have some time
later!”

Takehiko Ito hugged his fists and said respectfully: “Mr. Wade, there will be a period
later!”

Nanako said dishearteningly: “Master, there will be a period later!”

Charlie looked at her and smiled slightly and said, “Nanako, please take care!”
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Nanako Ito nodded with red eyes, then looked at Warnia, who was holding the puppy,
choked up and said, “Sister Warnia, I wish you a good journey. If you have a chance,
you must come to Tokyo to see me!”

Warnia also hurriedly said: “Don’t worry, I will definitely! If you have time, you can also
come to Aurous Hill to see me and Xiaoyou!”

Nanako Ito took a bit of joy and said without hesitation: “Sister, don’t worry, I will come
to see you after I finish this time!”

At this moment, a middle-aged man stepped down from the boat and said respectfully to
Takehiko: “Sir, we are ready to set sail at any time.”

Takehiko Ito asked, “Where is Hashimoto?”

The other party said: “Hashimoto is detained in the cabin for the first time, with all his
limbs tied up. I sent a person to watch him, and there will be no mistakes.”

Ito Nodded in satisfaction, and said to Charlie: “Mr. Wade, you and Miss Song can
board the ship!”



Charlie said: “You guys go back too, let’s go!”

Takehiko shook hands with Charlie, and Nanako also hugged Warnia gently.

Later, Warnia came to Takehiko again and said sincerely: “Mr. Ito, this time in Japan,
thank you for your care!”

Takehiko Ito laughed, shook hands with Warnia gently, and said seriously: “Miss Song,
don’t be polite with the Ito family at any time. You and Mr. Wade will always be the
guests of the Ito family!”

Nanako Ito came to Charlie’s side at this time, blushing and embarrassed.

When she looked at Charlie, she gently opened her arms, Warnia to see Charlie’s next
reaction.

She wanted to hug Charlie and bid farewell, but she was worried that Charlie was
unwilling, so she could only use this small gesture to test it.

Seeing Charlie smiled slightly and stretched out his hand towards her, Nanako hurriedly
stepped forward, rushed into his arms, hugged him tightly, and said nothing.

In fact, Nanako had many things in her heart to say to Charlie, but at this moment, in
front of her father and Warnia, those things she wanted to say but couldn’t say.

The two embraced for a while, and with Takehiko’s cough, Nanako hurriedly withdrew
from Charlie’s arms, and said to him with all her face, “Master, take care!”

Charlie nodded lightly, and finally said goodbye to the father and daughter, and walked
into the boat with Warnia.

This cruise ship is very large, with three upper floors and three lower floors. On the
uppermost deck, there is even a freshwater swimming pool, which is much more
luxurious than the cruise ship that Mr. Song gave to Charlie.

After Charlie and Warnia got on the ship, they went directly to the top deck, stood in
front of the guardrail on the deck, waved to Takehiko and Nanako on the pier below, and
said loudly: “It’s too late, the sea breeze is getting colder and colder. Go back quickly!”



Nanako nodded gently and asked her servant to help her father into the car. She also
sat in the car obediently, but she was not in a hurry to let the driver drive, but wanted to
wait for the boat to leave and watch Charlie fade into the horizon.

At this moment, a business car with a one-way black film drove from the entrance of the
dock, passed the Ito family’s convoy, and continued to drive forward.

In this three-row business car, sitting in the middle row is a beautiful woman with a
struggling and painful expression. This woman is Ruoli.

At this time, Ruoli was still ashamed of her own escape.

At the thought of more than fifty followers who followed her and they were about to face
severe punishment under Japanese law, Ruoli was not only ashamed but also hateful.

What she hates is the man who cheated her and so many of her men at Osaka Airport
that day!

She still remembers the appearance of that man, if she has a chance, she would kill him
by herself and avenge her brothers!

Just as she gritted her teeth, the driver said, “Miss Su, our ship is in front, we are ready
to set sail!”

Ruoli wanted to take a look at the ship that was about to take her out of Japan, when
she suddenly caught a glimpse of a man standing on the deck of the cruise ship!

At this moment, Ruoli’s pupils suddenly shrank, and her expression became extremely
cruel!

She gritted her teeth and murmured: “It turned out to be him! It’s really a narrow road to
the enemy!”


